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Annotation. Th e paper explores the options for developing artifi cial intelligence technologies 
and tools aimed at enhancing the functionality of the system designed for monitoring and ana-
lyzing political Internet memes in the Russian-speaking segment of the Internet. Achieving this 
goal on the basis of deep machine learning methods and neural network technologies involves 
dealing with a number of correlated systemic interdisciplinary tasks (problems), which we dis-
cuss in the article. We introduce the architecture and functionality of the Memometrix soft ware 
package, which can provide a partial solution to the problem of automatic image acquisition, tag-
ging, fi ltering, grouping and exporting. Th e rationale for distinguishing diff erent levels of mac-
ro- and micromodels, models of information interaction between intelligent agents, and control 
models, has been provided. Simulation modeling is helpful in adjusting the sets of algorithms to 
be then equipped by a search intelligent agent designed for monitoring and collecting Internet 
memes, and their analysis, as part of a multi-agent system for controlling the fl ow of Internet 
memes. Creating an intelligent system for monitoring Internet memes, its tuning and verifi cation 
to real processes require the use of tagged databases. Building Internet meme databases involves 
accumulating and classifying Internet meme images, identifying their duplicates. It is required to 
use fi ltering, grouping and exporting the data relevant to Internet memes. Searching for memes 
involves making search queries and an option to perform a reverse image search, in that allowing 
to use the already existing databases for classifying meme images. We provide a detailed descrip-
tion of the package’s relevant modules, as well as an example of an interface for fi ltering Internet 
memes based on using the templates agreed upon with sociologists. Th e soft ware product was 
developed with the use of modular architecture and comprises several applications: a Web ap-
plication (user interface), a server application (provides the operation of the package), and an 
application for automatically collecting Internet memes. Th e modularity of the package allows 
for making adjustments in the application (analysis of collected results, visualization of collected 
information, prediction of the further spread of Internet memes).
Keywords: Internet meme, social network, intelligent agent, soft ware package.
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INTRODUCTION

Web communities consume the fl ow of infor-
mation, in that forming the “artifi cial intelligence” 
of their participants. Information spread in social 
networks includes its particular form coined In-
ternet memes (IM). Th ey are visual, imaginative, 
easy to comprehend and viral by nature. Th ere 

is a developed process of spreading the IM fl ow 
that contributes to the formation of both positive 
and negative stereotypes. Th e socio-political ef-
fects of IMs are moderate and manageable. Th e 
information fi eld self-organization process fol-
lows a destructive direction based on the princi-
ple of least resistance. Managing such a process 
requires great eff ort. Hence the relevance and 
demand for a comprehensive interdisciplinary 
research aimed at studying the fl ow of IMs. Th e 
emerging area of interdisciplinary research being 
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coined “memetics” renders impact on develop-
ing algorithms for solving NP-hard discrete op-
timization problems in the form of evolutionary 
algorithms associated with the viral dynamics of 
information spread in the Web. And vice versa, 
methods for studying complex high-dimension-
al networks and relevant optimization problems 
contribute to the analysis of processes occurring 
on the Internet.

Th e goal of the present work is to explore 
the options for developing artifi cial intelligence 
technologies and tools aimed at enhancing the 
functionality of the system designed for mon-
itoring and analyzing political Internet memes 
in the Russian-speaking segment of the Internet. 
Achieving this goal on the basis of deep machine 
learning methods and neural network technolo-
gies involves dealing with many correlated sys-
temic interdisciplinary tasks (problems). Let us 
consider some of them.

Destructive (or positive) eff ects of political 
memes are associated with the constant fl ow of 
memes, their spread and viral nature. Th e source 
of the fl ow comprises a certain event (IM’s event-
ful nature) and the response of the Internet com-
munity to the event. Appealing events are dis-
played online in the form of symbolic images. 
Th e symbolism of memes and their meaning can 
be instantly understandable when they comply 
with the established stereotypes. People invent-
ing new memes have oft en creative personality, 
which leads to their rapid spread in various social 
networks. However, mass memes do not require 
any specifi c eff ort to promote their circulation 
(involvement in the fl ow of memes). Let us point 
out a few more problems relevant to the analysis 
of Internet memes. Among them are issues of in-
formation security within social networks.

To help develop controlling tools eff ective 
in preventing the spread of destructive Internet 
memes, it is necessary to know the state of the 
IM fl ow. Involvement of participants in the infor-
mation fl ow is associated with their brain activity, 
concentration, attention. Processing the ever-in-
creasing fl ow of information leads to losing track 
of time and weakens its perception. Self-aware-
ness fades away, parts of the brain become inac-
tive. It is important to know when this informa-

tion doesn’t arouse interest any more. IM’s appeal 
and popularity work in a cyclical manner. Th e 
IM life cycle lasts 2–3 years and is underpinned 
by psychological perception according to the 
scheme shown in Figure 1 [1]. 

It is argued that placing the IM’s cycle within 
a timeline may help predict the IM’s status over 
specifi c segments of its life cycle. More accurate 
predictions require statistical, quantitative analy-
sis and the use of time series models to describe 
IM propagation.

Social Web is the medium for IM propaga-
tion [1] and is defi ned by its agents’ behaviors. 
Depending on modeling purposes, there can be 
distinguished several levels of macromodels, mi-
cromodels, models of information exchange be-
tween agents, control models [2–5].

Modeling can be performed based on Markov 
models, consensus models, fi nite automata, diff u-
sion models, infectious disease spread models. 
Th e Refl exive Game Th eory is used to describe 
interactions among agents leading to the spread 
of IMs. In [3], the authors considered DeGroot 
models, as well as statistical parameters and cases 
of a threshold model for behaviors of agents who 
make decisions based on opinions of other agents, 
which can be paralleled to behaviors of agents 
who spread IMs. Such terms as agents’ trust and 
reputation are implemented. Th e models of infl u-
ence and propagation (diff usion) of activities, in-
formation, memes implement the Linear Th resh-
old Model (LTM) [6] and the Independent Cas-
cade Model (ICM) [7]. Th e problem of maximiz-
ing the spread of infl uence is being elaborated. It 
is necessary to defi ne the number of initial 
agentsdistributors (under condition of a limited 
budget) suffi  cient for providing the maximum 
spread of IMs in the network. Th e task of select-
ing an array of initial agents-detectors is NP-hard 
for the LTM and ICM models. In [7], the authors 
proposed a greedy heuristic 1(1 )e -optimal al-
gorithm. In [4], it has been demonstrated that the 
probabilistic description of the model concurs 
with the results of simulation modeling and 

Fig. 1. Psychological perception 
of Internet memes
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equals the results of calculations within the prob-
abilistic model based upon the real distribution 
of degrees in the link graph for diff erent social 
networks (the Russian segments of the Facebook, 
LiveJournal, Twitter networks). Th e mentioned 
approaches are only a preliminary step in accom-
plishing the task of creating an Internet search 
agent for intelligent monitoring and collecting 
IMs, and their analysis in a multi-agent IM fl ow 
control system.

Processing big data collected in the Inter-
net social networks makes it possible to identi-
fy hidden changes occurring in the society. Th is 
information can be used by a decision support 
system (DSS) for preventing the spread of tox-
ic, destructive information in the characteristic 
for memes comprehensible, symbolic and visual 
form. Th is requires predictive analytics based on 
big data, and exploratory, pilot analytics based on 
actual memetics. Building an intelligent system 
for monitoring memes, its adjustment and veri-
fi cation to real processes requires the availability 
of tagged databases. Involvement of experts com-
petent in this fi eld of analytics can help identify 
the destructive features, indicators of recipro-
cal infl uence (matrices), and elaborate integral 
characteristics. To eff ectively deal with the noted 
problems, the AI based Memometrix system is 
currently under development. Th is system does 
not have the capacity to automatically make deci-
sions, but can interact with a DSS. Decisions are 
made by a decision maker (DM) — a specialist 
(group of experts) highly competent in the fi eld. 
Another problem is modeling the DM, which 
best corresponds to the system of management in 
social networks (based on the information pro-
vided by Memometrix).

Th is paper is the follow-up to the series of 
works done by the authors [10–14].

1. PROCESSING THE INTERNET MEME 
DATA FLOW

Implementation of intellectual system for 
recognition of Internet meme data fl ow [14]. As 
Internet memes are images containing the pat-
tern and text it is necessary to work out the rec-
ognition system (OCR) which detects the text in 
noisy image and then extracts it. To extract the 

text from the Internet meme OCR must: 1) fi nd 
the text; 2) pre-process the image that contains 
the text; 3) recognize the text.

EAST algorithm (An Effi  cientand Accu-
rateScene Text Detector) using the fully con-
nected convoluted neural network which makes 
decisions based on the level of words and lines 
was selected to solve the tasks of text search on 
the image. Th is algorithm diff ers by the high pre-
cision and speed. Th e key algorithm component 
is represented by the model of neural network 
which is taught to directly forecast the existence 
of text instances and their geometry in the source 
images. Th is model is a fully connected convo-
luted neural network adopted to detect the text 
that produces the predictions of words and text 
lines for every pixel. Th is excludes such subphas-
es as candidate off ering, composition of text area 
and splitting of words. Th e subsequent process-
ing stages include only the threshold value and 
threshold for the predicted geometrical patterns.

At the stage of pre-processing of images most 
of which is represented by text it is necessary to 
select only text and get away with the noises. Th e 
problem is that the text color is unknown and 
that text may embrace several tints of one color. 
Th e pre-processing includes the clustering of 
images, building of mask that separates the text 
from the rest background and determination of 
background color.

Th e convoluted neural network is used as the 
algorithm of symbols classifi cation. Th e used con-
voluted neural network (CNN or ConvNet) be-
longs to the class of deep neural networks which 
are typically applied for the analysis of visual pat-
terns. CNN networks are the regularized versions 
of multi-layered perseptrons. Th e multi-layered 
perseptrons usually belong to the fully connected 
networks, i.e. when every neuron of one layer is 
connected with all neurons in the next layer. Th e 
‘full connection’ of these networks makes them 
prone to the data overrun. Th e typical ways of 
regularization include the adding of some form 
of scale measuring to the loss function.

However, CNN applies another approach to 
regularization. Using the advantages of hierarchi-
cal data framework the more complex frameworks 
are taken from the smaller and simpler ones. 
Th us, CNN is placed at the lower level according 
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to the connection and complexity scale. ConvNet 
network may successfully capture the spatial and 
time dependencies of image by means of the rele-
vant fi lters. Th e architecture of convoluted neural 
network ensures the better coordination with the 
image data base due to the less number of used 
parameters and opportunity to re-use the scales. 
In other words, the network may be taught to bet-
ter understand the complex images. Th e architec-
ture of convoluted neural network for letters clas-
sifi cation is represented in Figure 2.

Th e input data are represented by the image 
of RGB color model that is divided by three color 
planes (red, green and blue). ConvNet role is to 
convert the image into form that is processed eas-
ier without losing the marker that play a pivotal 
role for obtaining the good forecast. Th e training 
sample including 59567 objects divided into 37 
classes (33 upper case letters of the Russian al-
phabet and 4 lower case letters «а», «б», «е», «ё») 
was used as the data. 1814 fonts were used to cre-
ate the sampling. Th e sampling is divided into the 
training one with 47653 objects and test sampling 
with 11914 objects. Th e neural network was im-
plemented on Python with the use of Keras library. 
Th e model of convoluted neural network for let-
ters classifi cation was taught on 30 epochs demon-
strating the quality of 98.8 % (for training data).

Th e centers of mass for dedicated keylines are 
found at the stage of lines recognition and com-

bination of recognized letters into words. Th ere-
aft er, the main lines drawn up the text are built. 
If the upper and lower points are above and over 
the text line this keyline is also placed on this line. 
If the distance between keyline is larger than av-
erage distance multiplied by specifi ed coeffi  cient 
this means that there is a white space between the 
keylines. Th is allows not only defi ne the regular 
sequence of symbols processing but also releases 
from the noises which could be left  aft er image 
processing. Furthermore, the keylines are united 
into the words according to the intervals between 
the letters. Th e pseudocode of program for text 
recognition is written as:

Algorithm
Input:

Sampling 1( { ,..., })m
mX x x

k – number of clusters;
threshold – threshold of intersymbol
distance;

Output:
output_text – image text

1. Image clustering
2. Mask building
3. Letter contours extraction
lines = []
for cnt in contours:

if moment of cnt not in lines then
add cnt in line

for line in lines:
mean_dist=mean_distance_between_con-

tours
for <i:=0 to len(line-1)> do:

if dist(cnt[i],cnt[i+1])>mean_dist+-
threshold then

separate cnt[i] and cnt[i+1] by space
result = “”
for <line in lines> do:

for <i:=0 to len(line)> do:
result += Classifi cation cnt[i]

Th e designed OCR properly highlights the 
text and classifi es the short words. However, in the 
course of design when classifying the large text 
volumes the problems were arisen. Th erefore, the 
fi nal version of program for text extraction from 
the image includes two stages. At the fi rst stage 
EAST algorithm extracts the text blocks. In case 
of numerous blocks which form the large group 
Tesseract is used to recognize them. If there are 
few text blocks the described approach to text ex-
traction is applied (Figure 3).

Fig. 2. Main steps of text determination algorithm
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Th e pseudocode of the fi nal algorithm for ex-
traction and recognition of Internet meme text:

img; <S – is an input image>
n = minimal number of words;
textblocks = EAST(img);
<extract text from image> join all text 
blocks which are crossed;
if len(textblocks) > n

then txt = Tesseract(textblocks);
else txt = TEXTEXTRACTOR(textblocks);

show txt;

Let’s analyze the stage of classifi cation of text 
extracted in the course of recognition of Inter-
net meme text. Th e social network “VKontakte” 
is selected as the environment of Internet meme 
distribution. Th e classifi cation objects are repre-
sented by the records obtained at the stage of text 
extraction. Th e records contain the text, meme 
image and comments.

Th e objects of selected distribution environ-
ment will be classifi ed as “political” and “non-po-
litical” ones. Th e object class is determined by 
the class of record text, Internet meme text and 
comments text. Th us, it is necessary to build the 
classifi er which can determine if the text belongs 
to the political class or not. As the social network 
“VKontakte” is mainly oriented toward the Rus-
sian-speaking population so initially the work 
was carried out with the memes containing the 
Russian text. Th erefore, the sample consisting of 

63 political and 44 non-political memes was pro-
vided as an example to solve this task. Th e text of 
comments taken from the social network “VKon-
takte” that features both political and non-polit-
ical content was used as the additional objects. 
Generally, 208 sentences were used for analy-
sis. Th e sample consisting of 16 political and 10 
non-political memes was provided for validation. 
Th e data were normalized by the stemming algo-
rithm and converted into the vector type before 
the classifi er training. Considering the small size 
of training data the support vectors method was 
selected as the classifi cation algorithm.

Th e word clouds from which it can be ob-
served the class of “political memes” embraces 
the images with the names of countries, regions 
as well as names of political leaders are built for 
both classes. Th e class of “non-political memes” 
didn’t feature the clearly distinguished group of 
words because the sentences of this class were of 
various themes. Th e classifi er accuracy for test 
sampling was 90.25 %. Th e classifi er accuracy will 
be improved with the increase of training data. 
33 political and 24 non-political English memes 
were sampled in the course of preparation of this 
article. 112 sentences were analyzed in total. Th e 
sampling consisting of 11 political and 7 non-po-
litical memes was provided for validation. Th e 
English memes were taken not from the social 
network “VKontakte” but selected with the help 
of Google search engine. Th e word clouds of both 
classes with English memes are shown in Figure 
4. It interesting that here the classifi er accuracy 
for test sampling was 94.05 %.

Fig. 4. Cloud of English words specifying 
the objects of non-political class (left ) and 

of political class (right)

Th e word clouds of both classes with Russian 
memes are shown in Figure 5.

Let’s consider the process of data collection 
and analysis by means of system processing 

Fig. 3. Work of algorithm recognizing 
the English text recognition
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and analyzing the Russian Internet memes. Five 
groups of the social network “VKontakte” were 
selected for analysis. It was able to extract 43 po-
litical memes by means of the designed toolkit. 
Th e lists of participants who assessed the selected 
record were provided aft er obtaining the list of 
political memes.

Th e research aimed at studying the character-
istics of the fl ow of Internet memes is conducted 
by a group of mathematicians and sociologists 
from  the V. I. Vernadsky Crimean Federal Uni-
versity. For that purpose, it is necessary to col-
lect actual samples of images relevant to Internet 
memes, and then track their spread dynamics. 
Manual tracking and monitoring of Internet 
memes is a time-consuming procedure. Hence, it 
is vital to have access to an easy-to-use and func-
tional soft ware to help conduct research in an ef-
fi cient and handily manner.

Th e project’s goal is to develop a modular soft -
ware package capable of automatically collecting 
Internet meme images, store them in a structured 
form, automatically tag and visualize them. Th is 
package will serve as a tool for sociologists and 
political scientists to help them conduct a com-
prehensive analysis and monitoring the search 
for Internet memes in social networks. Memom-
etrix is the prototype of such an intelligent system 
[11–13]. Th e previously designed module of the 
system in the form of a soft ware package (Ta-
gRun) provides some functions applicable to the 
work done by sociology experts. Th e AI technol-
ogies make it possible to provide novel functions. 
However, certain problems arise.

Th e fi rst problem for experts to tackle is the 
large amount of information to be classifi ed. A 
regular search for popular Internet memes via 
the search engines typically generates more than 

100 meme images for each query. To make them 
further operable, each of them has to be marked 
with at least several tags. Given it takes 5 minutes 
to classify a single IM, it takes more than 8 hours 
to process the whole array of results generated by 
a search query.

Th e second problem is about identifying the 
IM duplicates. When accumulating data, visually 
similar images of a certain Internet meme can be 
obtained from diff erent sources. In order to com-
bine such objects into one, manual control by an 
expert is necessary.

Th e third problem has to do with the limi-
tations in the package’s functionality, namely in 
fi ltering, grouping, and exporting the collected 
information related to Internet memes. Working 
with TagRun made it clear that fi ltering by tags 
has to be complemented by additional criteria, 
such as search dates, source, number of appear-
ances, initial query, etc. Besides, an option to 
export the collected data for further analysis is 
needed.

Automatic image tagging
To generalize, the procedure of image tagging 

is based on recognizing objects belonging to a 
certain image. To date, there can be distinguished 
a few basic research directions: image retrieval by 
sample (for example, the Image Retrieval in Med-
ical Applications project [9]), object detection in 
static images (Google Picasa, iPhoto, Microsoft  
Live Photo use this technology) and object classi-
fi cation in static images (implemented in Google 
Googles, TextonBoost and Linkoln). Th e fi rst and 
second approaches produce suffi  ciently eff ective 
solutions widely implemented in automatic sys-
tems. Regarding the third problem, which can 
be paralleled to the task we have to do with, the 
proposed solutions for it are so far quite weak. 
When selecting an approach to the task of meme 
classifying, their origin specifi cs is to be taken 
into account. Unlike photographs, which may be 
unique, all meme images are derived from the 
Internet. It follows that there exists at least one 
copy of it, and, more importantly, it has already 
been indexed by search engines, such as Google 
or Yandex.

Search engines operate upon extensive data-
bases created via indexing web pages. However, 

Fig. 5. Cloud of Russian words specifying 
the objects of non-political class (left ) and 

of non-political class (right)
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in addition to the web page addresses, associa-
tions are also made with images, videos, and oth-
er media items located on the web page. Hence, 
it is possible to perform a reverse image search 
to identify not only its likely source, but also a 
feasible search query for it to be found. For ex-
ample, the Google’s reverse image search service 
provides a likely query for which the image was 
found, while Yandex provides a list of tags that 
belong to the image. To sum up, opting for a re-
verse image search when using search engines 
makes it possible to recruit the already existing 
databases to help classify the collected images. 

Identifying image duplicates
Many techniques can be used when search-

ing for duplicates or similar images, all of them 
having specifi c advantages and disadvantages. 
Choosing a certain approach well depends on 
the task at hand. When developing a solution for 
the search of duplicates in the already existing 
image databases, the main criteria are speed of 
operation and ease of implementation. We opted 
for the family of algorithms based on perceptual 
hashing to be implemented in the system being 
under development. In contrast to the tradition-
al cryptographic hash functions (e.g., sha256 or 
md5), introducing a slight change in the input 
data will not lead to a signifi cant change in the 
result produced by the hash function, but rather 
will lead to a similar result (stability). Th is fea-
ture allows the use of perceptual hashes to detect 
the degree of diff erence in the input data. For the 
perceptual hash to be used more eff ectively, it is 
necessary to perform a preliminary preparation 
of the image to bring all the images to the same 
format. Th is is necessary for further hash calcu-
lation. Among the advantages of this solution, of 
note is an option of one-time calculation of the 
image hash, and then comparing the new hash 
with the already existing ones to help search for 
similar objects. If the accuracy of a single percep-
tual hash is insuffi  cient, it is possible to increase 
the amount of input data or add a second percep-
tual hash via using a diff erent algorithm belong-
ing to the same family.

2. MEMOMETRIX SOFTWARE
PACKAGE MODULES

Th e soft ware package should provide the fol-
lowing functions: 

1) automatic tagging of images when they are 
added; 

2) search for images which are duplicates or 
similar among already collected ones when add-
ing a new image; 

3) advanced system for grouping and fi ltering 
images; 

4) data export options.
Th e package consists of several linked appli-

cations. Communication between applications 
is realized via an application program interface 
based on REST technology (RESTful API). To 
transfer information, the package components 
exchange text messages in JSON format. Th e gen-
eral scheme of the package components and their 
interaction is shown in Figure 6.

Th e Satyr service counts image hashes in the 
duplicate image detection component. Th e Cen-
taur service collects and automatically tags imag-
es. Both services interact directly with the TagRun 
Server. Th e Server API provides suffi  cient data 
for Centaur to operate. Satyr provides its own 
APIs for the server to be able to retrieve image 
hashes from the fi le storage service. Considera-
ble changes in the service structure are allowed, 
but the user interface and information storage 
module are not aff ected. Changes are introduced 
only to the binding component, which essential-
ly saves the costs of adding, changing or deleting 
the package components. In that, the modular 
structure has an important advantage for soft -

Fig. 6. Package components
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ware development over the monolithic one. Th e 
already developed modules are applicable to cre-
ating intelligent search agents (IA) designed to 
monitor, collect and analyze IMs. Such IAs can 
work as part of a multi-agent system (MAS), ex-
changing the obtained data.

2.1. Development of the package modules

Satyr Component. Satyr is an application 
written in Python using the Flask framework and 
the OpenCV library. It is used to calculate the 
perceptual hash for an image. Based on hashes, 
the similarity between images is measured. Satyr 
consists of two parts: the fi rst ensures uploading 
the fi le and sending the result, the second pro-
cesses the image and calculates the hash.

Th e logic of the fi rst part of the application 
is as follows. Create a new Flask application. 
Describe its only API method — upload_fi le(), 
which is available in the root of the application 
address. Th en launch the application. Th e up-
load_fi le() method waits for a POST request to 
the application with a fi le to process. If the fi le is 
an image, it is saved in the temporary directory. 
Th en the hash of the image is directly calculated. 
Aft er the hash has been calculated, the image fi le 
is deleted and the client receives the hash value in 
JSON format.

Th e second part recruits an algorithm for cal-
culating the image’s hash function. First, the data 
on the image is read from the fi le. Th en, the im-
age is compressed to a size of 8 8  pixels. Next, 
the color image is converted into grayscale. Fur-
ther on, the grayscale image is converted into 
black and white one. At the end, the resulting ma-
trix is transformed into a vector of 0 and 1, ac-
cording to the color of the matrix items. 

Centaur Component. Th e application for 
collecting popular Internet meme images and 
their automatic tagging is implemented in C#. 
We have created the library via implementing the 
logic built on the acquisition process and upload-
ing to the main server, as well as a console appli-
cation used to start the acquisition process. Let 
us describe the behavior of the object responsi-
ble for retrieving information about images for a 
particular query (hereinaft er, the grabber). Since 
the Google search service is not the only source 

for acquiring images (e.g., one can also use the 
Yandex search), it is reasonable to generalize the 
rules of its usage. To that end, we used the in-
terface that describes the grabber methods. Th e 
interface has 3 public methods. Th e SearchText 
method makes a query to the search engine and 
returns the processed information on the fi rst 
100 retrieved images as well as their total num-
ber. Th e SearchImage method does a reverse im-
age search and returns the processed information 
on the fi rst 100 resulting images and their total 
number. Th e GetTags method uses the search en-
gine to determine the content of the image and 
present this information as tags. Th e ITagRun-
Api interface is used to provide interaction with 
the main server. Th is interface methods allow to 
retrieve from the server the information needed 
for the grabber to operate and upload the results 
to the server. On having the interfaces for the 
grabber and for communicating with the server, 
there was built the grabber meant for the Goog-
le and Yandex search engines. For this purpose, 
there was created the class that implements the 
IGrabber interface.

Th e automatic search via search engines usu-
ally consists of two parts that include creating 
and executing a query to retrieve the content of 
a web page, and processing the web page to re-
trieve the information of interest. For the Goog-
le search, a separate query is used to retrieve the 
total number of search results for the query. Th e 
image search procedure does not diff er much 
from the text search in terms of the programming 
code. Th e only diff erence is a one more jump be-
tween the search pages and the result. Th e page 
content is then fi ltered to acquire information on 
images. For determining the image content, let us 
use the Yandex search service as it proved to be 
more suitable for tagging. Similar to processing 
queries via Google, we make a query, get the web 
page, then get the desired information from the 
web page.

Extracting data on images from web pages 
turns out to be the main diffi  culty when gather-
ing information via search engines. For that pur-
pose, it is necessary to take into consideration the 
main methods of creating web pages widely im-
plemented in the modern Internet environment. 
Th e fi rst method involves generating pages on the 
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server side and then sending them to the client 
(to the web browser). Th is is an older method of 
generating pages, which involves a larger amount 
of data to transfer, implemented, e.g., in php. Th e 
second, more advanced method implies creat-
ing a minimal html page on the server and then 
uploading the data from the client via addition-
al queries. Th is method saves traffi  c and speeds 
up the page load time. Th e Google search uses a 
modifi ed version of the fi rst method. Upon re-
quest, the client receives a partly fi lled html doc-
ument, then supplemented with more data by 
means of javascript.

On accomplishing the analysis of the query 
results it has been established that the basic in-
formation on images (links to the image and its 
source) is located at the end of the document in 
the form of the javascript object which is then 
used to visualize the elements of the page. To sum 
up, to obtain information on the image it is nec-
essary to perform a series of operations as it is 
demonstrated in Figure 7.

Th e result of collecting the data of interest is 
loaded into TagRun. When images are uploaded, 
the information on the date of acquisition and 
collected tags is added. Th e process of uploading 
images is shown in Figure 8.

2.2. Filtering and exporting data

In addition to collecting data for further anal-
ysis, it is necessary to have specifi c tools for its fi l-
tering. Th is is the case not only because the anal-
ysis requires grouping IMs according to general 
criteria. Eff ective fi ltering is needed in order to 
get rid of images that are not IMs, but were added 
to the database accidentally when collecting in-
formation in automatic mode. A better selection 
of material for analysis can also be achieved by 
manual fi ltering of information, but it requires 
involvement of expert users. As the package has 
already found its use by sociologists for as long 
as a few months, they managed to formulate the 
basic criteria for fi ltering the previously collected 
Internet memes. For the convenience of the ex-
perts’ work, the following parameters have been 
selected as the main ones:

1) the date of image acquisition to provide an 
option to track the dynamics in the number of 
meme appearances over a certain time period;

2) the number of images in the collection;
3) domain name of the source from which the 

image was collected;
4) the content of the query by means of which 

the image was retrieved, in order to be able to 
distinguish memes collected by diff erent search 
queries.

Th e implementation of these fi ltering func-
tions is shown in Figure 9. 

Extended fi ltering options have made it pos-
sible to implement the function of saving fi lter-
ing templates for later use. Experts in sociology 
proposed the use of a convenient template for 
fi ltering images collected from social networks. 
Implementing these templates provided good fi l-
tering results: the collected images turned out to 
be 90 % Internet memes without any incidental 
contaminants. Besides fi ltering, exporting data 
for further analysis appeared essential for our 
colleagues as well. A corresponding function was 
added to the package implemented in the form of 
exporting data into a universal Excel spreadsheet 
format.

Fig. 7. Process of data acquisition

Fig. 8. Process of uploading an image
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CONCLUSION 

Th ere is developed the Memometrix soft ware 
package that provides the functionality for an 
automatic acquisition of images, their tagging, 
fi ltering, grouping and exporting. We used the 
modular architecture of the soft ware product 
that consists of a web application (provides the 
user interface), a server application (ensures the 
operation of the package), an application for au-
tomatic acquisition of Internet memes. In the fu-
ture, the modular design of the package will allow 
to apply further modifi cation to the application 
(analysis of results, visualization of collected data, 
predicting the further spread of Internet memes).

It is to note that the development of the Me-
mometrix package is the result of an interdisci-
plinary research that involved mathematical an-
alysts, programmers, sociologists and political 
scientists. Th e formalized IM properties, the log-
ic of queries, the logical scheme of the soft ware 
product, testing and feedback from users allow 
to further improve the soft ware. Th e data col-

lected with the help of the package allows to esti-
mate how strong is the response produced in the 
Web by a certain social or political event; which 
changes occurring in real world correlate with 
changes in the fl ow of IMs, how much IMs refl ect 
the real world events or turn out to be a result of 
manipulation and “injecting” destructive infor-
mation. Th e resulting IM database is tagged and 
allows for statistical research. Th ere are statistics 
for specifi c IMs and those related to a certain in-
formation query (quantity of IMs received for a 
query, time series, dynamics of change). Based on 
statistical data relevant to the identifi ed IM’s life 
cycle and its spread dynamics, integral indices for 
IM’s dynamics can be calculated. Th e testing IM 
data can be found on the Memometrix soft ware 
package website https://memometrix.ru.
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